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Across 
2. The first female Prime Minister's electorate 
4. The first name of the first woman to lead an Australian political party 
6. Linda Burney's totem 
8. Margaret Reid was the first woman to become the President of the - ? 
9. The first woman to be elected into the House of Representatives (two words no space) 
10. Which country has the highest percentage of women in national parliament at 61.3%? 
12. Nova Peris won an Olympic Gold medal in this sport 
13. The first person to achieve in their chosen field/endeavour 

 
Down 
1. Margaret Guilfoyle was often compared to Margaret Thatcher, and was commonly referred to as an - ? (two words no space) 
3. Joan Child was the first woman to have this role in the House of Representatives 
4. Many of our pioneering women were mothers as well as politicians. Which important woman had five sons? (two words no gap) 
5. Annabelle Rankin was the first female minister for the federal Department of -? 
7. Dorothy Tangney, Australia's first female senator, served on 23 Parliamentary - ? 
11. The first female Labor minister believed changing -?- was just as important as changing legislation 
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Criss-Cross Puzzle Answers 

 

Hockey Nova Peris won an Olympic Gold medal in this sport 

Pioneer The first person to achieve in a chosen field 

Speaker Joan Child was the first woman to have this role in the House of Representatives 

Cockatoo Linda Burney's totem 

Housing Annabelle Rankin was the first female minister for the federal Department of -? 

Lalor The first female Prime Minister's electorate 

Janine The first name of the first woman to lead an Australian political party 

Senate Margaret Reid was the first woman to become the President of the - ? 

EnidLyons The first woman to be elected into the House of Representatives (two words no space) 

IronButterfly Margaret Guilfoyle was often compared to Margaret Thatcher, and was commonly referred to as an - ? 

(two words no space) 

Committees Dorothy Tangney, Australia's first female senator, served on 23 Parliamentary - ? 

Attitudes The first female Labor minister believed changing -?- was just as important as changing legislation 

JoanChild Many of our pioneering women were mothers as well as politicians. Which important woman had five 

sons? (two words no gap) 

Rwanda Which country has the highest percentage of women in national parliament at 61.3%? 
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